Sanborn 3D Stacking Plans
Sanborn 3D Interactive Stacking
Plans are customized property
information maps, quickly created
from your floorplan pdf's, property
photos, and tenant information.
Sanborn Delivers Fully Interactive 3D Stacking
Plans and building models on demand. Affordable,
fast and cutting edge, users can explore your
buildings, floorplans and tenant maps from every
angle.
Viewers can click on any space for detailed
building, lease and other information. This turnkey
service comes with easy to use web, mobile, and
iPad viewers, and can be hosted as a link, sent to
clients via email or seamlessly integrated into
your site.
With easy to use web and mobile viewers, Sanborn
brings a new dimension to how people view,
manage and explore properties.

Visit www.sanborn.com/services/
3d-stacking-plans to see a video
demo of a Sanborn 3D Stacking Plan.
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Include 3D building and floorplans created from
your floorplans, building photos, and tenant info
Easy to use interactive controls (pan/zoom/tilt)
Click to query space & see property
from every angle
Turn on and off walls, terrain, sky
Customize display of occupancy, lease rates &
other variable information
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Choose custom color schemes to fit your site
Easy to integrate to your site, email or
marketing
Viewer included - works on web, mobile and
tablet devices
Fast turnaround and custom services
available.
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Sanborn 3D Stacking Plans,continued

Functionality
The web-based 3D Stacking Plans Viewer suite of tools allows users to rotate, zoom, and adjust the opacity of the structure’s exterior walls, enabling easy
visual analysis of every floor and space. Building information fields can be customized to display information specific to each floor, occupant, office, etc.
In addition, the interactive floorplan model can be color-coded by any number of customizable client-defined classes or categories.

Adjust exterior transparency
and rotate models for easy
access to visual floorplans
of each building.

Building Information fields
can be customized for individual
client needs.
Floorplan can be color-coded
by custom classes or categories
to facilitate easy analysis.

For more information about Sanborn 3D Building Stacking Plans,
contact us by email at: information@sanborn.com and a Sanborn
representative will be in touch.
About Sanborn
Sanborn is a 21st century industry leader in
geospatial solutions and technology, offering
superior services, program management, and
customer support.

For our clients we provide a national presence,
extensive resources, quick responses, and
exceptional value. For over a century, we have been
a leader in the rapidly growing geospatial industry,
with successful projects delivered worldwide.

Visit www.sanborn.com/services/
3d-stacking-plans to see a video demo
of a Sanborn 3D Stacking Plan.

For more information, visit us online at
www.sanborn.com, or call 1.866.726.2676 to speak
with a representative.
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